
Consent of parents (legal representatives) to the participation of a minor in
Competitions and processing of personal data of a minor

I,
_________________________________________________________________________________
____ (Full full name of the parent/legal representative)

_________________________________________________________________________________
____________

_________________________________________________________________________________
____________

_________________________________________________________________________________
____________

,
(number of the main identification document, information about the date of issue of the specified document, the issuing
authority)

Registered at:
_________________________________________________________________________________
____________
_________________________________________________________________________________
____________ ,

parent/legal guardian
_______________________________________________________________ (underline as
necessary) (full full name of the minor race participant)

(hereinafter referred to as the “Participant”), ____________ year of birth, passport or birth certificate
series_______number_____________, issued by "___"__________________________
____________,_________________________________________________________
________________________

(information about the date of issue of the specified document, the issuing authority)

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________

1

registered at:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
____________, I voluntarily consent to the participation of my child (ward) in track and field
raceSukhum Marathon”at one of the sections of the distance 42.2, 21.1km., 5 km distance,
CHILDREN'S RACE 500 m. / 1   km.(Underline whatever applicable), further in the text – “Competition” held
by the ANO TsPSM “Moscow Marathon”October 26 and 27, 2024 (children's races - October 26,
2024),wherein:

1. I understand that the participation of my child (guardian) in this type of competition, with If my child
(protected child) has contraindications from doctors, this may lead to negative consequences for his



health and life.
2. I confirm that my child (under guardianship) has the necessary medical clearance for participation
in this type of competition, which is confirmed by the attached certificate of admission to the above
Competition, issued in accordance with the Order of the Ministry Healthcare of the Russian
Federation No. 1144n dated October 23, 2020 (for children’s races, certificate admission is not
required, by signing this consent, the parent (legal representative) confirms that his child (ward) has
no medical contraindications for participation in a children's race).

3. I accept full responsibility for any injury suffered by me and/or my child. (protected) during the
Competition through no fault of the Organizers (including, but not limited to cases of injury due to
non-compliance with the requirements for participants of the Competition and careless behavior of the
participant during the Competition), and not I have the right to demand any compensation for damage
from the Organizers Competitions.

4. If an accident occurs with a child (guardian) during the Competition, please report it
_____________________________________________________________________________.

(indicate who (full name) and telephone number)
5. I undertake that my child (guardian) and I will follow all requirements Organizers

Competitions related to safety issues and conditions of admission to the Competition. 6. I am solely
responsible for my child’s personal property and property. (guardianship) left at the Competition
site, and in case of its loss I do not have right to demand

compensation from the Competition Organizers.
7. If necessary, I agree with the medical care provided to me and or

my child (under the care of) the Competition Organizers.
8. I confirm that I and my child (guardian) with the Regulations on Competitions,

We have read the Regulations on the Competition and the terms of the offer agreement and agree to
him.
9. I agree that the performance of my child (ward), the interview with him and/or with me, as well as
photographs of my child (ward) and/or me may be recorded and shown in the media and other
sources, as well as recorded and shown for advertising purposes without restrictions

by time and format; I refuse compensation with respect to these materials.

1 The line is completed if the person giving consent to the participation of a minor in race is not the father
or mother of a minor.

(number and date of the decision on appointment as a guardian/trustee, agreement on transfer of care to foster parents,
details of the job ID of the head of the orphanage, orphanage, other similar educational institutions and social protection
institutions with details of the order for the enrollment of the child)
10. I confirm that the decision on the participation of my child (ward) was made by me
consciously without any coercion, in a state of full legal capacity, taking into account potential
dangers of this sport.

11. I also hereby give my free, informed and conscious consent To the Competition Organizer for
processing and transfer to third parties (including cross-border transfer) of my personal data and the
personal data of my minor child (guardian), including for processing on behalf of the Competition
Organizer my personal data and my minor child BEGOVAYA LLC HISTORY" (OGRN 1235000113039
INN 5032366511), a limited company responsibility of Chronotrek Systems Europe B.V. (address: De



Standerd 10, 3774 SC Kotwijkerbroek, the Netherlands (hereinafter collectively referred to as the
Operator).

In particular (but not limited to) I give my consent to the processing of the following personal
information: data: full name, gender, date of birth, country and city of residence, main document
number, identity card/birth certificate, information about the date of issue and issuing authority,
contact information (telephone, email, postal address), telephone number of a relative who can be
contacted in case of an accident participant of the Competition, participant number, participant tag
number, tag reading time participant using special equipment, the distance chosen by the participant,
the start time chosen by the participant, including collection, recording, systematization,
accumulation, storage, clarification (updating, changing), retrieval, use, transfer (provision,
distribution, access), including cross-border, depersonalization, blocking, deletion, destruction and
any other actions (operations) with the specified personal data.

12. I am informed that the processing of personal data is carried out exclusively for the purpose of
registering my minor child for the Competition, timing overcoming the entire distance and
intermediate cutoffs (if any), in order to publish calculation results in the following publicly available
sources: on the competition page on website https://runc.run, and/or in mobile applications
determined by the Organizer according to at its discretion, and subsequent sending of mail messages
to the participant and SMS notifications containing information about the competition and any other
information, relating to the participant and related to the Competition;

13. The processing of personal data means the collection, systematization, accumulation,
clarification, updating, modification, use, provision, distribution, transfer, including cross-border,
depersonalization, blocking, destruction, and any other actions (operations) with personal data.

The operator takes the necessary legal, organizational and technical measures or ensures their
adoption to protect personal data from unlawful or accidental access to them, destruction,
modification, blocking, copying, provision, distribution of personal data, as well as from other unlawful
actions regarding personal data, and also assumes the obligation maintaining the confidentiality of
personal data of competition participants (their legal representatives). With a personal data protection
policy, the Competition Participant (his legal representative) can be found on the website
https://runc.run. The operator has the right engage subcontractors to process personal data of
competition participants, specified in paragraph 11 of this consent.

14. I am notified that the Operator guarantees the processing of personal data in accordance with
current legislation of the Russian Federation. Processing of my personal
data and personal data of my minor child may be processed with using automation tools and/or
without using automation tools in in accordance with the current legislation of the Russian
Federation.

15. Consent to the processing of personal data is valid for 20 years from the date transfer of personal
data, consent can be revoked at any time in writing form, by sending a registered letter to the
Competition Organizer or sending a letter to info@runc.run

16. The Competition participant (his legal representative) has the right to contact the Organizer for
receiving information regarding the processing of his personal data. The operator is obliged provide
him with a response within 10 (ten) business days from the date of application.

17. I confirm that, by giving such consent, I am acting of my own free will in the interests of your
minor child.



__________________________________ / _____________________________________ /
(signature) (full name parent/legal representative)

«____» ______________2023


